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Lion Health: PPG Meeting Minutes: Tuesday 20th April @ 2pm 
 

Attendees:  Veronica Astley, Tracey Lee, Maggie McGolgan, Robert Derricott, Mary Yeates, Robert Bailes, Mike Jones,  

Sylvia Gwynn, Robert Jasper, Nanette Hedley, Nigel Haydon, Nigel Caplen, Nick Jackson (chair), Helen Taplin (minutes) 

 

Apologies:  Chris Hare, Mike Blaxland, Jo Ferrington, Lin Bruntnell, Dr Lisa Jones 

 

 

 Agenda Item 

 

Summary Of Discussion Action  

 

 

1 

 
Introductions and 
Apologies 
 
 

 
Nick gave Dr Jones’ apologies for being unable to attend the meeting. 
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Practice update with 
Nick 
 
 

 
Nick began by acknowledging issues from patients regarding accessing appointments. 
He reassured the panel that around 3500 patients are seen/spoken to each week.  
Nick stressed we are all working very hard and patients are being seen. 
 
TL had a query about the website and the phone system.  The phone line no longer 
tells patients where they are in the queue.  Nick replied that the decision was taken for 
a trial to be made without that information.  TL felt it would be good to have a 
message on the phone lines saying there are many people answering the phones as 
she felt that there is a perception that the surgery is not working to full capacity and 
we need to put this right either via the website or local newspaper.   
 
Nick showed the Group a snapshot of available appointments, numbers of patients 
phoning in etc.  There have been increasing numbers of phone calls with regard to the 
Covid campaign so this has blocked phone lines also.   
MY had been trying to contact the surgery for a couple of days and had spent a while 
hanging on the line.  Nick re-iterated that patients need to keep trying to get through.   
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Nick said if anyone gets cut off to send him their name, date, time and phone number 
they were ringing so he can look into this and message the details to our phone 
provider. 
 
MM asked how staff were alerted to the phone lines being extra busy.  Nick told that 
an alert was sent round and other members of admin staff would jump on the 
reception phones.  MM asked Nick what the ideal waiting time to get through would be 
and was told not longer than 30 minutes, hopefully less.  
 
Nick mentioned that patients can phone at anytime of the day to make an appointment 
as we cannot predict which days are going to be busiest.  When all the day’s 
appointments have been taken, a message is put on the line to say this and could be 
at anytime during the morning or even up until mid-afternoon.   
 
NC asked when online appointments will be opened up.  Nick said that certain 
appointments could now be booked online such as smears.  Nick would like other 
appointments to be able to be booked online but patients still need to be assessed 
first before they can arrive at the surgery so this is not yet viable.   
 
MM informed that her sister can book appointments online at Three Villages and also 
book appointments using their Footfall website.  Nick replied that we will not be using 
Footfall to book GP appointments.  Nick also said that we do need to focus on doing 
things in a different way but may not be able to change the booking system for a few 
months yet.   
 
MJ gave excellent feedback for Receptionist Andrea. 
 
 
 
NH said that the Covid pandemic is affecting everyone and that this practice offers 
many excellent services.  GPs do telephone patients back on that day and he thinks 
patients are expecting too much from the service at present.   
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Nick said we will be sharing what is going on at present and offer our patients a 
‘roadmap’ to getting back to some kind of normality.   
 
TL was told our website is for administrative queries only at present.  She suggested 
putting a message on the website stating why we need to screen patients.   
 
Nick mentioned that we cannot cap the number of new patients joining the Practice as 
this is not a Practice decision.  
 
The Practice is now recalling patients for their second vaccine who had their first at 
the beginning of February.   
17000 of our patients have now had their first vaccine, 7,000 patients at the Spiritualist 
church.  Over 5,000 patients have had their second vaccine.  It has been a very taxing 
process and Lion Health should be proud of the effort and results.   
 
Nick has asked if anyone had used the new Footfall website yet?  TL has and 
cancelled an appointment on it and was very pleased with the response.  Nick has 
been using the website to send forms to patients to get information from them such as 
BP monitoring and hoping to do possible asthma reviews via the website too.  Each 
person who uses the website for their queries is one less in the phone queue.       
 
TL said that younger patients generally use online more which hopefully will mean the 
elderly will find phone lines less busy.  VA asked if the online site will be similar and 
Nick replied yes.   
 
NH talked about the mix and match vaccines still being under review.  The vaccines 
are coming here in a fairly cohesive way so the same vaccine can be given for the 
second dose.   
 
Patient Support Group 
 
Not discussed as CH not here today. 
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Any Other Business 

 
 
MM asked when the warfarin clinic would be back at Lion Health.  Nick explained that 
we do not run this clinic, only provide a room for it, but he will check this.   
 
TL asked if anyone in the clinic deals with communications.  She suggested Facebook 
and our website give more information to patients on subjects such as the warfarin 
clinic. 
 
Nick showed the Panel a snapshot of what has happened at the Practice during the 
pandemic.  NC suggested updating this weekly and putting this on the website each 
week but data needs to be in context which Nick agreed with.  MM wondered if 
patients would take notice of a chart and felt it may need a more personal feel to it.  
NH suggested putting out the data in a different way, explaining that the Practice is 
working to full capacity and that we cannot offer as many appointments as pre-Covid 
as safety is still an issue, hence the telephone consultation system.  He stated it is a 
very good practice.  MJ also thinks patients at Lion Health receive a really good 
quality service.  SG said that the Covid service is very good and gave good feedback 
for Scott in reception.  VA was concerned that patients with mental health problems 
may not get as much reassurance as they require via a telephone consultation and 
that people open up more fact to face.   
 
MJ asked if second Covid vaccinations were within the 12 weeks.  There are no 
challenges with supplies for the 12 week vaccines.  Nick told the panel that this was a 
very fluid situation but was reassuring at present.  The booking of vaccines is very 
time-consuming and often has to be carried out at very short notice.  All gaps are filled 
in the clinics right up until the end of the clinic.  We cannot waste any Pfizer vaccine 
due to how it is stored.  MJ felt the Spiritualist Centre was brilliant.   
 
Nick thanked everyone for their time and closed the meeting.   
 

 
 
Nick to check when 
warfarin clinic will 
be back at LH 
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